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THE CONTROL OE' *POISON IVY 

CAROL M NEWM/\N LICRl\i~Y _ 
VIRGINIA POLYECifrl1C \f·J~.1 ;TUH:. 

BU\CKSBURG, VIR.:;1~:IA 

Many people are plagued each year with brief periods of discomfort from 
poison ivy. Children, in particular, !ire li~ely to get poison ivy because they 
are unable to distinguish between the plants that cause the trouble and those 
that are harmlesso Now that chemical weed killers are effective and widely dis-
tributed, there is no need for these troublesome plants to persist on the prem-
ises. 

TRCATlfilNT 

1. Ivy growj.ng ™.,..P,&rde.illL.9.!..1?.lants_s1~~.J2.iible to 2.i.k::!J_1:n.~uz;y, .Near gardens, 
or close to susceptible ornamentals, ammonium sulfamate (sold on the market as 
Ammate) can be used to kill poison ivy. It is particularly effective against 
ivy. It is a yellow salt that is not harmful to the soil, not inflarnn.able, and 
relatively safe to handle o It is corrosive to metals, especially brass, and 
spray equipment should be washed thoroughly with lime or soda after using. 

Ammonium sulfamate (ammate) should be used at the rate of 12 ounces tv 
each gallon of water, and the foliage of the plants to be killed wet thoroughly 
with the spray. Care should be exercised not to get the spray on grass or plants 
not to be killed, for it is toxic to all plants with which it comes in contact~ 

The sprayed foliage usually wilts in 24 hours, but the action is slow and 
it may take a week or more before the leaves die. 

Some new growth may talce place after 4 to 8 weeks bave elapsed, and this 
should be sprayed as soon as the le aves are .fully expanded. Two treatments, or 
occasionally three such treatments, are all that are needed for complete kill. 

2. Ivy growing wh~.!£. susceptible species are not a_J2£,Qblem, It is often desir-
able to kill ivy that is growing miXed with brambles and brush. In such situa-
tions, a spray containing a 2,4-D - 2,4,5-T mixture, sold on the market as brush 
killer, will be very effective against these plants. It is suggested that the 
low-volatile form be obtained to reduce chances of injury to plants nearby. The 
spray does not kill blue grass when used at the recommended concentration. 

Inasmuch as the quantity of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T in brush killing mixtures 
varies, it is suggested that the quantities suggested on the label be used. 

Apply when the plants are in full leaf. Wet all foliage and bark of 
bushes thoroughly with the spray solution. Repeat the spray when new folj.age is 
fully expanded. 

3., §Draying dur~..oc.. . .:the domnt sea§.2!1• A spray mixture of 2,4-D - 2,4,5-T in 
fuel oil may be applied during the dormant period to kill poison ivy. It is 
suggested that if the 2,4-D - 2,4,5-T brush killer conte.ins 4 pounds of acid 
equivalent, it be -used at 1 pint to 3 gallons of fuel oil. Apply to the base of 
all brush, ivy, and brambles to be killed. 

*For brevity, the single designation of poison ivy is used to apply to all poison 
ivies, poison oak, and poison sumac. 
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AVOID SPRAYING ~ 'IHESE SUSCEPTIBIE PLANTS 

Tomatoes 
Grapes 
Tobacco 
Cotton 

Beans 
Cantaloupe 
Watermelon 
Cucumber 
Pumpkin 

Pe.as 
Eggplant 
Vetches 
Many others 
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